
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for an application developer
associate. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for application developer associate

Demonstrates relationship building, effective communication skills and quality
service in the process of collaborating with, supporting, advising and
educating customers and team members on the use of services, handling of
sensitive data and resolving incidents, resulting in efficient, effective and
compliant use of software and services
Assists in collaborating with customers, business analysts, partners, and IT
team members to understand business requirements that drive the analysis
and design of quality technical solutions
Should be strong in writing SQL, code reviews, and performance tuning
techniques
Work collaboratively across IT disciplines and BSU to execute project and
support activities
Design and code complex Consumer Lending strategies accurately within
deadlines
Prepress, color knowledge, imposition and layout knowledge of print files are
key factors in determining how work must be produced
Participates on service enhancement projects by identifying and quantifying
customer requirements, delineating the gaps between customer
requirements and the capabilities of existing technology and resources and
recommending proactive improvements
Provides accurate time estimates for tasks, identifies impacted teams and
notifies management of potential risks and issues

Example of Application Developer Associate Job
Description
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secure and reliable connections to and use of systems, applications and
infrastructure
Demonstrates skill development by actively participating in growth
opportunities for continuous development and improvement and applying
new skills and knowledge to the job as evident by the ability to efficiently and
effectively perform assigned duties, resulting in meeting or exceeding
customer expectations and performance metrics

Qualifications for application developer associate

You will have previous experience working with middleware applications
You will have experience in working with the Java and XML
You will have experience designing and developing
Experience with Spring including Spring JDBC, Spring Batch, Spring MVC
Knowledge of BIRT or other reporting tools
Good understanding of Content Management


